"Boot eating scooter trash"
-- band name posted at Restaurant Florent
-- Carol Wierzbicki

We’re boot eating scooter trash
we’re raising dust bunnies in the backyard
we leave sugar for the ants
let’s fuck in my hutch
We’re boot eating scooter trash
we got burlap sheet
our dogs know how to scratch
in all the wrong places
let’s rut in my rutted dirt driveway
We’re boot eating scooter trash
for company we break out
    the Spam, Bud, and pork & beans
we leave our children with the Board of Ed
coast is clear -- let’s do it
    under the No Pest Strip in the garage
We’re boot eating scooter trash
we cleaned up a little
swept the soil into neat piles
and hosed down the aluminum siding
let’s skinny dip in my above-the-ground pool
    with the skin of scum on top
and sink down to the bottom
and grind ’til the silt
lodges permanently in our cracks